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Refugee settlement in Rasoolabad – a contextual study

After the partition of 1947 the authoritative West Pakistan overpowered its more

populated eastern wing. East Pakistan wanted to separate out as Bangladesh in

absence of an impartial civic method. In 1971, the Pakistani military forces directed

terror in Dhaka targeting the Bengali population, both Hindus and Muslims. The

affected population largely fled to different parts of Northern and Eastern India. The

study primarily positions the 1971 genocide of Bangladesh as a cause for millions of

Hindu and Shia Muslims to migrate for their survival.

The proposed research is based on a refugee settlement in four villages of Rasoolabad

in the state of Uttar Pradesh, India, where nearly fifteen thousand East Bengali refugees

were given agricultural land in 1982. It probes into their whereabouts between the

years 1971 to 1982 through relevant interviewing. Further the video documentation

traces the storyline of their resettlement to build up a continuous narrative with a

collection of statements drawn from individual memories. An understanding of

epistemology in a perplexed cultural condition will methodically support the formation

of the overall narration. It will follow a structural approach to address a common

worldview through a context specific documentation.

The queries are directed towards the past, to connect the political history to the current

fact-findings. It minutely documents the life and livelihood of the community and

analyse the shortcomings. It also comments on the future of such rearrangements in

the light of similar happenings. The interviews encourage people to adequately glorify

their cultural roots, express their strengths and weaknesses and voice their needs in

order to realize the importance of a living history.
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The lost region of Petsamo: shared and constructed interpretations

Petsamo was part of Finland from 1920 (Treaty of Tartu) from 1944 (Moscow Armistice)

and it is often called "second arm of Finland" due its shape and location near Arctic

Ocean. Although Petsamo was part of Finland for such a short time, "it seems to have

been much longer, considering the deep impact it had on people" as one of my

interviewees pointed out.

The region was ceded in September 1944 as a precondition for peace agreement

between Finland and Soviet Union. Over 5 500 people of Petsamo lost their home,

belongings and livelihood once Petsamo was no longer part of Finland. After WWII

many of them were relocated in Northern Finland. One of the biggest relocation areas

was the village of Varejoki, which lies in the backwoods of Tervola municipality.

When these internally displaced people left Petsamo they could take almost nothing

with them. Therefore people of Petsamo and their offspring have found many ways to

tell about their past: songs, poems, memoirs, journals, publications and so on. I am

interested in how these interpretations are shared among their kin and other people

and how these meanings are constructed together.

There are many ways to "tell" about past, because not all these ways mentioned above

can be considered oral. This point of view has been pointed out by Finnish scholars (eg.

Ulla-Maija Peltonen and Outi Fingerroos)who use term muistitieto. Muisti translates as

memory and tieto as knowledge or information. Therefore muistitieto is knowledge

that is based on memory. This aspect can widen the international discourse of oral

history.
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Fragile narratives of contemporary conflicts and wars – Daily encounters of

unaccompanied refugeeminors in Finland

In oral history, narratives are still often seen as written or told, linear and easy-to-follow

stories. However, stories are often fragmented, incoherent and sequenced. A listener or

a reader needs to interpret these fragments together in order to make sense of it.

Kuusisto-Arponen and Savolainen (2016) have argued that oral history should deepen

the understanding of affectual dynamics of writing, telling and remembering by

adopting new methodologies in research of narrated memories. Furthermore,

Korjonen-Kuusipuro and Meriläinen-Hyvärinen (2016) have analysed the importance of

ethnography in studying emotions in personal narratives. In this paper, we argue that

narratives of wars and conflicts do not only appear in oral or written form. Thus, bodily

movements, emotions as well as moments of silence are essential parts of telling. If

narratives of wars and conflicts should be studied in all their complexities, we need

more nuanced and engaged methods that allow us to do so.

Empirically we draw on ethnographic field work conducted with unaccompanied

refugee minors in Finland, autumn 2016. These young people have often witnessed

many traumatic events in their lives, but they rarely speak openly about their

experiences. We organized five art workshops in order to study daily social encounters

of these young people. Our materials consist of field work notes, photographs and

videos. Through these we analyse the multiple ways conflicts are narrated. We also

search for silent bodily memories and highlight the way these are involved in

remembering. Thus methodologically we ask how narratives of wars and conflicts are

produced, how they are recorded and how they can be analysed.
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Immigrants as Threats: the Language of Walls and Barriers in US Immigration

Policy

This presentation will examine the re-occurring issue of immigration as a threat to the

U.S. population through the language of barriers, walls, and impediments that

purportedly ensure the security of the United States. Since the eighteenth century,

anti-immigration movements intent on excluding certain groups of immigrants have

periodically resurfaced. Their influence has led to the U.S. immigration authorities

obstructing the entry of targeted religious, ethnic and racial groups, all in the name of

preserving democracy. This paper will review the similarity in the language of fear used

to describe immigration as a threat, as well as the various legislative means used to

prevent immigrants from entering. These include the construction of bureaucratic,

financial, medical, and psychological walls. The data consisted of material collected

from the Ellis Island Oral History archives, and included testimonies from immigrants

who faced these various types of walls. I argue that the current anti-immigration

atmosphere in the United States is a product of linguistic tactics similar to those used to

influence public opinion in previous centuries.
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Singular Fates in the Deportation Narratives from Ellis Island and Their Cycles of

Retelling

Deportation narratives from the first two decades of the twentieth century, during peak

migration from Europe to the United States, construct the memory of immigration

complementary to the normative narratives of successful passage and landing. Both are

central to memorializing the constructions of kinship and trans-generational memory

of individuals imagining their transatlantic identity and the official narratives of

citizenship (and non-citizenship). The proposed paper focuses on three sites for the

formation of narrations about deportation, addressing the formal structures that

generate rather than meaning of the stories behind the 'singular fates' of deported

individuals. The first is the official archives as a launching point for cycles of

conventionalized historical accounts that feature singular but unexplained events

('comedies and tragedies of Ellis Island') about miscreants retold for public

consumption. By contrast, the personal narrations in which deportations are cursorily

remembered and witnessed by the protagonists of migration (immigrants and agents

of the state but 'from below') represent the second site. The narratives of paperwork, i.e.

deportation files and official hearings, represent the third. A judicial archive of the

official deportation records (via systematic recordkeeping that coded the transcriptions

of interrogations and testimonies) represents what Arlette Farge (2013) calls 'meager' or

'thin' discourses–'emotionally gripping and drawing us in' regardless of whether

factually accurate. The framings of deportation narratives in the archives reveal unique

articulations of deviance and marginality in generic typologies together with affect of

singular fates episodes. They are similar to refractions of any recordkeeping (cf. Carlo

Ginsburg) or what Hayden White calls 'the content of the form' and to any mode of

formalism (e.g. Deborah Shiffrin's everyday lists). 'Deterritorialization' of immigration

discourse featuring Ellis Island as place of memory for the European-American identity

relies on deportation narratives as a structuring structure for the cycles of retelling over

the longue durée.
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'I don't want to talk about it': The return from Africa and the occluded voices of

Portuguese decolonization

As a result of decolonization, it is estimated that between 500,000 and 800,000

Portuguese settlers have fled their residence in Africa because of war and persecution

by the regimes of the newly founded countries. For the most part, these populations

come to Portugal, although other possibilities have been outlined, such as South Africa

or Brazil. In Portugal, they were named returnees, a term that often acquired a

pejorative connotation used to identify a largely white population suddenly displaced

by the collapse of the Portuguese colonial system.

More than 40 years have passed over the African exile. Notwithstanding the Return

remains a non-event both in the Portuguese public sphere and in the sphere of the

private sociabilities of the returnees. This is a memorial field laden with tensions, shame

and resentment, which until very recently has remained occluded within the intimate

memories of those who experienced this history of war, loss and displacement.

Drawing on an anthropological research project on the theme of the African Return,

this paper aims are twofold: on one hand, it intends to provide an oral account of

Portuguese decolonization and of the settlers return, while, on the other hand, to

discuss more broadly the troubles of making an oral history of a voluntarily stifled past.

Theoretical issues related with memories of war and (post)colonial violence and with

the blurring lines that set between perpetrators and victims will be discussed alongside

with ethical and methodological issues associated with "giving voice" to illegitimate

pasts.
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